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Linen Rugs care:  
The l inens we use in our rugs have been Teflon-treated in the dying process. 
This means that l iquids wil l  bubble up on the surface instead of permeating 
the yarn, for a l imited time, before seeping into the f ibres but dirt can mark 
them throughout.  
 
Rugs are susceptible to fading when exposed to direct sunlight for extended 
periods. Whenever possible, place your rug in areas with minimal sunlight or 
use curtains and blinds to protect it  from harmful UV rays.  
 
Our dyed l inen has a l ightfastness rating of 5, which is reduced to 3 with 
Teflon treatment.  
 
We recommend contacting a professional cleaning service in case of stains. 
Applying any product directly to the rugs, before testing, can damage 
them. Upon request,  we can supply you with a sample on which to test 
commercial ly available cleaning products.  
  
  
Leather  Rugs care:  
The ivory wool we use in our rugs has been Teflon-treated in the dying 
process. This means that l iquids wil l  bubble up on the surface instead of 
permeating the yarn, for a l imited time, before seeping into the f ibres but 
dirt can mark them throughout  
  
The dark leathers we use in our rugs are untreated, as they are less l ikely to 
show marks.  
The l ight suede we use in our rugs is 3m Scotchgarde treated.  
Leathers are meant to patina with t ime and wear. 
 
Rugs are susceptible to fading when exposed to direct sunlight for extended 
periods. Whenever possible, place your rug in areas with minimal sunlight or 
use curtains and blinds to protect it  from harmful UV rays. 
  
We recommend contacting a professional cleaning service in case of stains. 
Applying any product directly to the rugs, before testing, can damage 
them. Upon request,  we can supply you with a sample on which to test 
commercial ly available cleaning products.  
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Mohair  Rugs care:  
Our Mohair rugs have a luxurious feel and natural lustre. However, due to 

the short-f ibre nature of mohair,  they require special care to maintain their 

beauty over t ime. Unlike some of our other rugs, mohair rugs are not treated 

with chemicals,  as this can compromise their unique characteristics. 

We recommend contacting a professional cleaning service in case of stains. 
Applying any product directly to the rugs, before testing, can damage 
them. Upon request,  we can supply you with a sample on which to test 
commercial ly available cleaning products.  
 


